To the Judiciary Committee Regarding Senate Bill 250

It is my firm belief SB250 is a violation of our Constitution.

By Constitutional right, we as citizens of Ohio and the United States have the right to gather peaceably in protest.

Laws already exist to protect corporations, property or persons from violence and damage, no more are needed.

Our rights as citizens to march has a long history of making America a better place to live whether for voting rights, civil rights, peace, the environment and the list goes on.

Our current government leadership and legislation after legislation favoring an industry known to be harming our lives and environment is a travesty against Gods creation and ALL life on this planet. Your lives too, we will not be able to buy our way out of this mess. The reality of Climate change and this industry’s and our government’s part in it are no longer deniable or debatable.

SB250 is just another tool proposed by the fossil fuel industry and you as legislators to add further protections for this industry. It serves no other purpose.

You are legislating “Stand your ground” into law so those who feel threatened can shoot to kill their alleged adversary.

We just want to exercise our constitutional right to march and protest without further restrictions or being shot at or arrested.

We as concerned citizens have the constitutional right to protect our own lives and those of future generations and stand our ground against you and the fossil fuel industry as you threaten not only our lives but our very existence!

I oppose SB250 and Ohio’s senate legislating the colonization of Ohio by the fossil fuel industry. You should be ashamed for even proposing it.